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Abstract
The purpose of the security architecture is to bring focus to 
the key areas of concern for the enterprise, Since security is a 
system property it can be difficult for Enterprise Security groups 
to separate the disparate concerns that exist at different system 
layers and to understand their role in the system as a whole. This 
paper provides a gathering framework for understanding design 
and process considerations; to actions toward improving enterprise 
security. The security policy describes both what is allowed and not 
allowed in the system. Security standards should be prescriptive 
guidance for applications and operating systems. Security in 
the enterprise needs architecture and design advocates. Security 
policy and standards are not end goals. The security   architecture 
must define reusable security services that allow developers to 
not to put end for security experts yet still build a secure system. 
This document describes a proposed strategy for security within 
a Web service environment. It defines a Web service security 
models that defines the working system of several popular security 
technologies.
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I. Introduction
Web Service Architecture defines the fundamental components 
and their relationships, mainly to be concentrated on message – 
based web service architecture which are provided with uniform 
approaches to web services, their flexibility of message under 
distributed components and also their applications. The word 
wide web that is Internet which are invoked, published, located 
and distributed are self contained and modular applications by 
web services. Mainly three basic operations are involved in this 
web service  they are service provider to publish data, service 
requester to find data, service broker to bind the data. These three 
roles can be successfully played by network system to control and 
manage the interactions.
A formal structure is developed for service models with security. 
As Web Service Architecture is implemented the security 
requirement varies from application to application where some 
transactions need higher security for this purpose dynamic nature 
of binding Web Service Architecture [9], was implemented for 
better run up of independent machine  while creating innovating 
products. Further web service toolkit will be supporting all security 
considerations. Various components in traditional systems are been 
coupled and related with architecture. The capabilities of network 
now become very easy with the collaborators as at runtime .The 
network services provided a function describing the orchestration 
of collaborations.. The translation requirements in to input for 
discovery mechanism is been locating the capabilities of right 
sense and orchestrating message. These new applications  are 
creating aggregate services which are available for collaborating 
and discovery.
Web Service Architecture provide several essentials activities 
to happen in any web oriented environment. It has to be created 
with invocation and interface methods which defines the needs 
of published Internet responsibilities for published users. 

The architecture keeping these at point of view requires three 
fundamental operations like binding the data, finding the data and 
publishing the data. These fundamental operations are interrelated 
with service provider, service broker and service requester 
respectively. Finding the data and transferring is bidirectional 
activity done by service broker and service requester. This found 
data is sent to service provider to bind the application where it 
goes to service broker again to publish the data.

Fig. 1. Web Oriented Activity

Web Service Architecture provides many benefits by implementing 
large number of underlying different infrastructures and be truly 
language independent by limiting the requirement. It is dynamically 
at run time where the requester describes the capabilities of service 
required as soon the requirement is found NACSL document is 
used to bind to it. Web services reduces the complexity by the 
behavior of data is important is implemented. Encapsulation is 
the mechanism to describe the behavior. Even though Web service 
provides lot of services for application development environment 
there rice the question of security at the runtime and also design 
time. Any application when designed and data to be transfer from 
finding to loading and to publishing the security plays a main role 
as goal for new development. To overcome many difficulties came 
the legacy of security programs and mechanism models as part 
of new design. The tools that are used in developing application 
environment are not the part of web services they are the part of 
B2B [10] environment.
This tooling is mainly concentrated on design time issues by 
adding access control logic .Here we can have a brief study of 
several access control models. Firstly promiscuous broker will 
not concentrate on checking the authentication of publisher or 
requester. The information is been provided publicly by the 
broker and no claim is made even data is been corrected. This 
leads to impersonation of service provider, unauthenticated data 
modifications and information disclosure and so on. Secondly 
authenticated  broker which  authenticates publisher and requester, 
this broker keeps the record of  access control over the information 
accessed by public .Thirdly fully authenticated broker where each 
and every data entry is stored with implementation of authentication 
paradigm. The data is modified only by the authorized person and 
ownership of the data is been maintained.
Security is the most flexible and fundamental aspect of present 
web service oriented computer systems. Security must be effective 
and must be built based on explicit, agreed assumptions and 
mechanisms. The infrastructure must be built in such a way that 
it has to support the wide variety of policies that are needed by 
different organizations to reach the expectations of end to end 
community policies higher level security protocols are needed. 
The initial effect on data is made through binary coded token. 
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What ever message is sent or received is to be translated in to 
binary coded data. Such that these security tokens are wrapped up 
in XML. The mixture of access controls and capabilities from the 
traditional security control once any message. Different types of 
security models are under use are access control lists, capability 
based authentication, and identity based authentication. Our 
system is been using existing technologies like X.509 public key 
certificates, Kerberos shared – secured tickets, passwords and 
XML-based tokens.

II. X.509 public Key Certificates
It is also known as digital certificate or identity certificate. It is a 
electronic document that is used and verified by digital signature 
with an identity a public key. The PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) 
is been made in such a way that the signatures on certificate are the 
attestations by the authority user. X.509 has come in to existence 
in July 3, 1988. It is flexible to support various topologies like 
bridges and meshes.  Where any one can sign and attest to the 
validity of key certificates. Mostly X.500 system is rarely used as 
on 2004 to identify information sharing treaty fulfillment purpose, 
the public key Infrastructure (X.509)  is  the  latest standard model 
in the internet oriented systems.
The certificate is signed using a private key of another identity 
and the actual data being signed is the certificate content – identity 
,public key, validity conditions, information about the signer  and 
additional attributes . This ensures that the certificate information 
cannot be tampered with the signer (the certification authority) 
attests that the public key and the identity belong together. 
Therefore, if one trusts the signer all the certificates it signs 
(issues) are also trusted. This arrangement is called public key 
infrastructure. In the X.509 public key infrastructure[7], the public 
key of a certificate authority is also a part of another certificate 
that is either signed by yet another certification authority or by 
the private key that corresponds to the certificate’s public key 
itself also known as root certificate. This forms a certificate chain 
of trust – certificate of every identity chains up to a root CA 
certificate. If a root certificate authority is trusted, all certificates 
it are also implicitly trusted all the certificates in their chain are 
known and valid. The validity check evaluates the chain, making 
sure each link is signed by the next link, that the signature is valid, 
that each certificate has can be used for a specific purpose at the 
specific time and that the last certificate in the chain is a trusted 
CA certificate.

Fig. 2: Public Key Infrastructure

The Google’s certificate above was issued and signed by Thawte, 
whose certificate was in turn issued and signed by VeriSign using 
its root CA certificate. The picture on the right shows this certificate 
chain.

III. Kerberos
To prove the identity in secured manner the computer network 
system works under the authentication protocol with basis of 
“tickets” These tickets allow nodes communicating over network. 

Every user and server verifies their identity. Kerberos protocol [1] 
messages are safe guarded against relay attacks and droppings. 
It uses asymmetric key cryptography and builds symmetric 
cryptography. MIT project Athena developed the software to 
protect network services. The communication between the nodes 
is done through TGT (Ticket Granting Ticket) and TGS (Ticket 
Granting Service). The communication from client is sent to TGS 
through TGT by sharing the same host as TGT .If the verifications 
are valid then only the user can be permitted to access the data by 
TGS issuing a ticket and session keys to the client. The verified 
ticket is sent finally to service server. The client then sends the 
Ticket and keys to the service (SS)[8].

Fig. 3:  Kerberos Transactions

A. Limitations and Drawbacks
Requirement of continues availability of server . To 1. 
recover server down multiple Kerberos servers are to be 
maintained.
The time requirement in synchronization is must for host and 2. 
sever or else authentication will be failed.
Still the administration protocol is not been standardized. 3. 
Always it differs between server and password charges.
As all the authentications are controlled by key distribution 4. 
center [KDC] there is a scope of attacker to impersonate any 
user through Infrastructure.
Any client is authorized by KDC[6] with Kerberos protocols 5. 
using secret keys to encrypt and sign users credentials.

Kerberos correctly identify the user of a Kerberos ticket with 
out having to authenticate the user at service. Web service for 
Microsoft.NET (WSE) is totally supportive at signing and 
encrypting messages by Kerberos version protocol binary security 
tokens.

IV. XML-Based Tokens
Web services use standardized mechanism to achieve interpretable 
security and identity. XML has a standard format to represent 
Security which can be done through (SAML) that is Security 
Assertions Mark-up Language else by using binary code encoding 
security which is defined in web serves security specification. 
XML security interaction can be done through non self validity 
credentials in which the receiver of the credentials needs to query 
the service to validate the credentials.
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Fig. 4: Typical XML Security - Non Self-Validating Credentials 

The receiver of the credentials can validate credentials themselves, 
and need not query the security service to check the credentials. 
Non Self-validating credentials are usually achieved by the 
authority service which issued the security token digitally signing 
the credentials using their [2].

Authentication request• 
Session token• 
Web Service Request including session token• 
Session token validation request• 
Session token validation response• 
Web service response. The tri-directional dependent of the • 
security between client, manager and application web service 
as shown in the fig. 4.

Self-validating  credentials are  usually  achieved by the authority  
service which issued the security  token digitally  signing  
the  credentials using their [2]  1) Authentication Request, 2) 
Authentication tokens 3) Web service request including security 
tokens 4) Web service response as shown in the fig. 5. Major work 
is been done by web service client with out any interaction between 
Security Authority Web service and Application Web service.
XML solves a key technology requirement that appears in many 
places. By offering a inherently extensible, standard and flexible 
data format, XML significantly reduces the burden of deploying 
technologies needed to ensure the success of Web services. The 
important aspects of XML, for the purposes of this Architecture, 
are the core syntax itself, the concepts of the XML Infoset, XML 
Schema and XML Namespaces. XML Infoset is not a data format 
but a formal set of information items and their properties that 
comprise an abstract description of an XML document. The XML 
Infoset specification provides for a rigorous set of definitions for 
use in other specifications that need to refer to the information in 
a well-formed XML document. In the future, a binary encoding 
of the XML infoset may be a suitable replacement for the textual 
serialization. Such a binary encoding may be more efficient and 
more suitable for machine-to-machine interactions.

V. Password
A password is a secret word that is used for authentication, to prove 
identity or gain access to a resource   In ancient period password 
is under use that  those wishing to enter an area or approaching 
it to supply a password or watchword. Sentries would allow a 
person or group to pass if they knew the password. 
Password and Usernames  are commonly used by people during 
a log in process that controls  to protected computer operating 
systems,  like cable TV’s, ATM’s, mobile phones, etc. A typical 
system user may require passwords for many purposes: logging 
in to computer, retrieving mails, accessing programs, web sites, 
databases, networks, and even reading the online newspaper.  There 
is no need for passwords to be actual words; passwords which are 

not actual words are many times harder to guess. Some passwords 
are formed from multiple words are called as passphrase. The term 
pass code is used when the secret data is only numeric, such as the 
Personal Identification Number (PIN) commonly used for ATM 
access. Passwords are to be short enough to be easily memorized 
and typed. According to the studies of security authentication by 
password is less secure than authentication which uses protocols 
in from of cryptographs.  
Passwords are used on websites to authenticate users and are 
maintained on the Web server, the browser on a remote system 
sends a password to the server (by HTTP POST), the server checks 
the password and sends back the relevant content (or an access 
denied message). This process eliminates the possibility of local 
reverse engineering as the code used to authenticate the password.. 
This does not reside on the local machine. Transmission of the 
password, via the browser, in plaintext means it can be intercepted 
along its journey to the server. Many web authentication systems 
use SSL (Source Sockets Layer) to establish an session between 
the browser and the server, and is usually meaning of claim to have 
a “secure Web site”. This is done automatically by the browser 
and increases integrity of the session, assuming neither end has 
been compromised and that the  same implementations used are 
high quality ones.
It is very easy to guess the password by the attacker depending 
on the convenience of owner. The security of the system will 
be perfect basing on the difficulty of the password. One of our 
research scholars Jeffyan Yan et.at has explained in his research 
(The memorability and frequency of passwords) [11], about all 
the methods of password generation. He designed an algorithm 
also for generating passwords in good method. System security 
concentrates on several factors computer virus, man-shoulder 
surfing, video cameras, keyboard sniffers etc., Biometric tokens 
is extreme measure on criminal seeking process. Systems in LAN 
connected should follow cryptographic passwords. Such that no  
data can be compromised with other systems.
There are different methods of verifying passwords over a network. 
One such method is wiretapping method, other clear text method. 
In many cases backups or history files can merely identify the 
data easily. On the whole Emailed passwords are always insecure 
method of distribution. Later Hash-Challenge –Response method, 
Zero – knowledge password proof, still moving step forward hash-
based methods like password-authenticated key agreement is to 
gain access. Instead of these string, character and numeric type 
passwords their exists alternatives to passwords like

Single use passwords [3] ex: bank account number which is 1. 
also known as Transaction Authentication Numbers.
Time synchronized – one-time passwords which sets time 2. 
limit to enter required password
Pass window in which dynamic password system   is 3. 
implemented.
Public key cryptography such as USB flash drive or floppy 4. 
disk etc.
Biometric [4] ex: finger prints, irises etc.,5. 
Single sign-on technology6. 
Evaluating technology7. 
Non-text based passwords, [5]8. 
2D key passwords9. 
Cognitive passwords.10. 
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VI. Conclusion

A. Conclusions and Future Developments
Securing Web Services is a major concern when implementing  
transactions with Web Services. In this paper we have presented 
several points of web services security architecture, security 
challenges. We have already shown in part three some interesting for 
web services securing mechanisms (XML tokens , passwords and 
Kerberos ) these mechanisms can be used to provide a wide variety 
of web services security models and encryption technologies. The 
goal of the Web services security architecture is to summary out 
the details of levels of  security. From the research of security 
system in web service architecture it is to be known that security 
is only a part of architecture but it makes a major role for all the 
information to process still the study of security algorithm is to 
be modified such that it gives a perfect results.
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